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OUTLOOK FOR 2019
NIEL FOURIE

Another year has come and gone, with its
full quota of advances and challenges for
all of us. It’s the time of the year when
we take stock, update our perspectives
and decode our lessons. We therefore
devote this final MacroTrends of 2018
to a compact overview of prospects for
the world in which we will do business in
2019.

GLOBAL OUTLOOK
Growth moderation expected in 2019
Overall, the world economy performed
well in 2017 and most of 2018. The
United States, still a major engine of the
world economy, has grown faster than its
trend (long-run average) rate, boosted
by tax relief. Both the euro area and
Japan have, however, decelerated slightly
throughout 2018, after unusually strong
performances since mid-2016. China’s
growth has also eased somewhat, as the
effects of stimulus measures faded. The
outperformance of the US relative to these
peer economies has supported a stronger
dollar: the trade-weighted US dollar was
about 13% stronger than its 20-year
average in 2018.
Analysts expect world economic growth
to moderate slightly to 2.8% in 2019,
from 3.1% in 2018. While the underlying
picture is still positive, there are factors at
play that are likely to put pressure on the
rate of expansion.
US–China trade war a growing
concern
Of all the risk factors, the biggest current
concern is the unfolding trade war
between the US and China. US–China
skirmishes since early 2018 hinted at a
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potential global trade war in which the
US would target China as easily as its
regional partners Canada and Mexico,
and the EU. For now, this is not the case.
With Canada and Mexico, the negotiations
for a new North American Free Trade
(NAFTA) agreement were finalised in late
September 2018, in what’s now known
as the United States–Mexico–Canada
Agreement (USMCA). A meeting in late
July between the US president and the
president of the European Commission
resulted in a somewhat unexpected truce
on trade matters as the leaders agreed to
create a zero-tariff environment between
the US and leading EU powers. The real
target of the US trade policy is clear:
China.
There is broad support from both within
and outside the US for a more assertive
approach in trade matters with China.
There are (at least) three reasons for this.
First and foremost, the Chinese practice
of imposing technology-sharing on foreign
firms investing in China is a thorny issue.
This is part of a wider claim of unfair
Chinese trade practices, for which a World
Trade Organization complaint has already
been lodged.
Second, and closely related to the first
point, is the intertwining of the Chinese
state and Chinese (state-owned)
corporations, which is felt to distort fair
competition in the global market.
Third, there is the strategic ambition of
China, as reflected in the Made in China
2025 initiative to considerably upgrade
the Chinese manufacturing base. This
initiative promotes 10 strategic sectors,
including robotics, new-energy vehicles,
biotechnology, aerospace and advanced
rail equipment. The US considers this

an existential threat to its technological
leadership.

implies for a very tradable currency at the
southern tip of Africa.

These elements create a strong case for
the US to act, and for the EU and other
countries to quietly support such action,
although the Trump-type action against
China currently undertaken by the US
administration is arguably not supported.
China, on the other hand, sees its
economic model and strategic ambition at
the heart of its past, present and future
economic development: there is also a
lot at stake for China and it is unlikely to
budge.

Thirdly, uncertainty in general, and about
the trade environment in particular,
worsens the investment climate by
lowering investment and potential growth
– something we do not need at this stage,
as we are already approaching capacity
constraints.

A lingering US protectionist policy
The US protectionist bent could be felt
widely.
Firstly, and perhaps most obviously, tariffs
push up prices and thus inflation in the
US. Firms may pass on higher import
prices directly to consumers. Moreover,
if foreign firms leave the market,
competition between firms may become
less intense, allowing local US firms to
push up prices more easily. This situation
is likely to reverberate through global
value chains.
Secondly, if inflation indeed goes up (and
the effect lasts), the US Federal Reserve
Board will be pushed to hike interest
rates faster. This will trigger a dollar
appreciation, which will make US exports
less attractive and dampen the effect of
the tariff. It will also make US imports
cheaper, which is likely to widen the US
trade deficit ... and trigger a new round of
tariffs by the US administration, creating
a vicious circle of dollar appreciation. This
in turn implies the depreciation of other
currencies against the dollar, which is in
the interest of exporters such as China.
What starts as a trade war may well end
up as a currency war. Imagine what this

Fourthly, tariffs may create uncertainty
and raise inflation expectations. This is
a dangerous situation: prices go up and
raise the prospect of further price rises,
which may induce more demand, as firms
and households want to benefit before
prices go up. However, the negative
impact of uncertainty on demand may be
a lot stronger, creating a situation of low
activity and higher prices. In this case, the
central bank may be at a loss regarding
its policy drivers: inflation triggers a rate
hike, whereas lack of demand pulls the
rate down. The trade war will therefore
push up prices and restrain demand
in the US as well as China, which will
have a deflationary impact on the global
economy, directly and indirectly from the
US and China on other countries. This will
lower inflation in the rest of the world, a
situation that will be exacerbated should
China start dumping on international
markets.
The argument is a mouthful, but the
bottom line is this: in a trade war, you
may win some, but you lose much more.
Oxford Economics calculates that, for the
global economy, a US–Chinese trade war
that stops at US$400 billion of Chinese
exports to the US being hit by a 10% tariff
– and all US exports to China by 25% –
leads to around 1% lower growth per year
in both the US and China in the next two
years. Clearly no small fry.
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Tightening of monetary policy
From a policy point of view, US and
European central banks seem to be well
aware of the situation and are treading
carefully in monetary policy normalisation
(i.e., moving away from the atypically
low post-2008 interest rates and money
printing).
US policymakers are well ahead in this
game with a set of recent interest rate
hikes and mopping up parts of the
quantitative easing (QE) programme
(Figure 1). Markets anticipate four more
0.25% US interest rate increases over
the next year or so, based on inflationary
expectations. The US unemployment
rate is at a 49-year low of 3.7%. With
such a tight labour market, wages should
be pushed up, translating into inflation.
Annual wage growth accelerated to 2.8%
in September 2018, against a policy
inflation target of 2%.

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

The European Central Bank, on the other
hand, has only recently announced it will
terminate its QE programme by the end
of 2018. The pace of job creation in the
Eurozone has remained steady, driving the
unemployment rate to a nine-year low of
8.2%. Survey indicators point to further
employment growth, albeit at a slower
pace. Wage growth remains fairly muted,
at 2.5%. The result is that inflation,
excluding energy and food, has hardly
picked up, hovering around 1%. This
picture makes significant rate hikes before
the second half of 2019 unlikely. Monetary
policy normalisation in the Eurozone,
therefore, is still a way off and will be a
slow process anyway.
Risk of correction in US stock market

A background risk going into 2019 is a
correction in the US stock market. Despite
the US central bank treading carefully, its
movements have led to significant changes
in currency markets. We have seen the
dollar surge against a range of currencies.
Emerging economy currencies took the
biggest hit, which spilled
Figure 1 - Divergence in leading policy interest rates over into the stock markets
of those countries: the MSCI
Emerging Markets Index
took a considerable hit and
lost more than 15% between
January and November
2018. Over the same
period, the US S&P 500
remained flat. The risk of a
large correction in the US
equity market has gone up.
The scale is uncertain, but
the probability of such an
event has increased. Such a
correction normally ripples
beyond the US borders.
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SOUTH AFRICAN OUTLOOK
South Africa exits 2018 as a tale of two
stories.
A changing political landscape
Politically, we have witnessed a major
turnaround in prospects. Newly elected
President Cyril Ramaphosa has changed
the political discourse from ‘white
monopoly capital’ and ‘radical economic
transformation’ to the importance of
investment spending in the areas of job
creation, socioeconomic progress and
sustained economic growth. He started
a new dialogue about de-risking the
economy to attract more investment,
setting himself a target of facilitating
R1.4 trillion in new investments towards
the SA economy in five years. He drew
the attention of both local and global
business leaders in a very short space
of time. He declared that entrepreneurs
are not enemies and professed his
belief in the importance of education,
entrepreneurship and efficiency of the
state.
Pres. Ramaphosa not only set a new tone
for the country but also drew the line for
his ministers, the ANC and management
of state-owned enterprises. Next to
ethical leadership and fighting corruption,
the economy has taken its place as one of
the president’s main areas of focus.
Economy slow to respond
The economy was, unfortunately, slow
to respond to the political winds of
change. At the start of 2018, the drivers
of stronger economic growth seemed
broadly in line: global growth came off
a strong 2017, a buoyant rand elevated
our domestic terms of trade, the US was
set to deliver a decent taxpayer boost to

already strong output activity, and low
global inflation pointed to only a slow
increase in major interest rates. And, of
course, we all hoped that Ramaphoria
would immediately convert into hard
confidence.
Instead, nine months later, Statistics
South Africa told us that the economy
had experienced a technical recession in
the first half of the year. Everyone had
to revise down their growth forecast for
2018.
In fairness, there were a few wild cards in
the pack: our volatile agricultural sector,
uncertainty because of Trump economics,
and contagion from crises in Turkey
and Argentina, which left their mark on
our fate. In addition, higher US interest
rates and the stronger dollar discouraged
capital flows to emerging markets,
weakening emerging market currencies
such as ours. Rising oil prices further
contributed to inflationary pressures, with
Brent Crude oil rising to above US$80
a barrel for the first time since 2014.
A growing share of emerging market
central banks had to shift towards policy
tightening, ending a period of widespread
interest rate easing.
To be honest, though, after a decade in
which SA economic growth barely topped
an average of 1.5%, accompanied by
a grinding deterioration in the political
environment and institutional integrity,
it wasn’t hard, mathematically, to justify
a sentiment-driven reprieve in economic
growth for 2018.
Pressure on household spending
Confidence alone doesn’t imply spending
power. From an expenditure perspective,
data continued to point to households
under immense strain. Real household
income has been under pressure
since 2010 (Figure 2). With the VAT
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hike, announced in the 2018 Budget,
and another year in which there was
effectively no adjustment for bracket
creep (inflation pushing income into
higher tax brackets), consumers have
seen a meaningful increase in their tax
burden relative to income. Household
spending contracted throughout most of
2018. In addition, total fixed investment
spending stayed weak as government and
public corporation spending fell, offsetting
a promising recovery in private fixedinvestment spending.

be behind us. With South Africa having
scored so many own-goals in terms of
political shenanigans and policy rhetoric
that negatively affected sentiment and
growth – and having suffered a number
of exogenous ‘one-offs’ which affected
output – there is some merit to the
argument that the country may benefit
from stability in these areas.
Growth is always a function of higher
consumer spending, an uptick in
investment spending by the business
sector, and productivity gains. In turn,
consumption is a
function of income
Figure 2 - SA household income under pressure
growth and consumers’
willingness to spend,
while capital spending
usually requires a change
in capacity constraints
and an improvement in
expected returns, which is
usually the biggest driver
of efficiency (productivity).
Credit appetite on the
increase

By mid-2018, hopes of a speedy recovery
were dashed. Output data have improved,
but momentum was too slow to meet the
high hopes of a post-Zuma recovery. It’s
all taken a lot longer than expected.
Growth sluggish, but the worst may
be behind us
As we head into 2019, all indications are
that we will have to wait a bit longer for
a meaningful acceleration in growth in
South Africa. However, the worst may
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rand) is anything to go by, a fuel-price
Importantly, we do not expect a similar
windfall may provide another shot of
increase in the household tax burden in
economic oxygen. More clarity on land
2019/20. The outlook for employment is
stable, and it is possible that government’s reform and a positive 2019 national
election may complete this positive
infrastructure plan could improve
employment at the margin. The extension picture.
of the youth employment tax incentive
should also help. And then,
Figure 3 - Below inflation SA credit growth
of course, we should not
underestimate the lagged
impact of the foreign
investment drive that the
president had embarked
upon, and the effect it will
have in the next 24 months.
It’s also possible that the
sharp depreciation in the
rand and recent moves
to simplify tourist visa
requirements could facilitate
a bumper tourism season
in the year ahead. And if
the more than 30% drop
in the oil price in late 2018
(accompanied by a stronger
Real GDP Growth

The lacklustre economy
went hand in hand with
low private-sector credit
expansion. There are
therefore few visible
excesses and credit growth
in real terms remains low. Most recent
data suggest that we are on the verge of
the first positive real increase in credit
extension to households in a long time
(Figure 3). Consumer confidence, which
undoubtedly overshot in the first half
of 2018, remains elevated by historic
standards and is historically consistent
with stronger spending. Low credit
extension in recent years implies that
debt service costs remain manageable.
Household saving has turned positive,
which suggests some cushion has been
rebuilt.
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Sentiment may favour private
investment spending
While total fixed capital spending was
below par in the first half of 2018, private
investment spending turned positive.
The available data shows companies have
increased investment in non-residential
structures and transport equipment, and
recent data for building plans passed has
visibly picked up. In addition, inventories,
run down excessively in response to
interrupted mining and manufacturing
supply, have room to recover.
Global sentiment may favour us as
well. Most large emerging markets will
see better growth over the next two
years, following an extended period of
underperformance. Major economies such
as Brazil and Russia are coming off low
bases. India is well placed to maintain
growth of around 7.5%, retaining its
status as the world’s fastest-growing
major economy. Sub-Saharan Africa is in
a rebound phase from its 2016 growth
trough.
Against this backdrop, we expect
South Africa’s economic growth rate to
accelerate moderately in the next 18
months. With a real growth estimate of
0.8% for 2018 and 1.8% for 2019, we
may breach the 2% growth level in 2020.
This implies an environment in which
core inflation should remain low. CPI
inflation is expected to average 5.4% in
2019 – from 4.6% in 2018 – despite the
weaker currency and acceleration in oil
prices during 2018. In this context, we are
unlikely to see an aggressive interest rate
cycle, despite the risk that the Reserve
Bank may decide to increase nominal
rates moderately as inflation ticks up.
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As we wish you a prosperous 2019 and a
fair share of good fortune, we leave you
with five fundamental reminders:
• The best buffer against an
unsympathetic business
environment is good management.
• Great businesses have well-trained
people and sustain their investment
in people even in tough times.
• Be known for being great at one thing
instead of being average at many.
• Have a tight hand on fixed
overheads: we live in a deflationary
era.
• Don’t be your own worst enemy;
South Africa doesn’t have more
challenges than other economies.

TECHNOLOGY POINTERS
Artificial intelligence still lacks some
intelligence
The leader of AI for Google’s cloud
division, Andrew Moore, has cautioned
that AI is still ‘very, very stupid’ when
compared to humans: ‘It is really good
at doing certain things which our brains
can’t handle, but it’s not something
we could press to do general-purpose
reasoning involving things like analogies
or creative thinking or jumping outside
the box.’ Moore’s comments touch on the
limit of today’s AI technology, which uses
brain-inspired technology called neural
networks that can be trained to recognise
patterns in real-world data (data that’s
been carefully labelled ahead of time so
the AI can properly spot the patterns).
It’s often useful for tackling tasks that
aren’t easily programmed, like translating
languages, spotting fraudulent credit
card purchases and generating computer
speech that sounds convincingly human.
According to experts, one of the next big
breakthroughs for AI lies in ‘unsupervised’
learning: self-learning from raw data.
A local behemoth
Singles’ Day in China, the internet
retailer Alibaba’s equivalent of Black
Friday, shattered records in November,
generating US$30.7 billion in online
sales (Black Friday online sales in the US
totalled $5 billion in 2017). The first
$1 billion of transactions was completed
in one minute and 25 seconds. For the
2018 event, the company said it worked
with 180,000 brands across more than
200 countries, and by midnight it had
sent more than a billion packages.
Despite the record haul, the annual
annual sales growth rate of Singles’ Day
sales fell from 39% to 27%, the lowest in

the event’s 10-year history. This comes as
the company is grappling with a weaker
sales outlook amid rising trade tensions
between China and the US that have
taken a bite out of China’s economy.
Still longing for sustainability and
stability
Uber has reported a net loss of
US$1 billion in the third quarter as the
company’s growth continues to slow. The
ride-sharing company reported a net loss
up nearly 20% from the previous quarter.
Gross bookings – the money the company
makes without subtracting driver fees and
other costs – have fallen from consistent
double-digit growth last year to single
figures in the past three quarters. Uber
is investing heavily in growing its food,
freight, electric bikes and scooters
businesses, and expanding further into
what it says are high-potential markets,
such as India and the Middle East. In
2017, Uber was growing at an average
rate of almost 14% a quarter. However,
growth fell to 5.9% in the last quarter.
Uber had been without a CFO for over
three years and last year replaced its CEO
after a string of controversies, including
accusations of sexual harassment
and discrimination. The privately held
company is preparing to go public as soon
as next year, and could be valued as high
as $120 billion.
To be or not to be … microchipped
British companies are planning to
microchip employees in a bid to boost
security and stop them from accessing
sensitive areas. Biohax, a Swedish
company that provides human chip
implants, recently revealed that it is
in talks with a number of major UK
legal and financial firms – some of
which have hundreds of thousands of
employees – to implant the devices in
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staff. The microchips are about the size
of a grain of salt and use the same nearfield communication (NFC) technology
as contactless bank cards. Injected into
the fleshy area between the thumb and
forefinger, they take just a couple of
seconds to activate and sit just below
the skin, making them less likely to be
hacked. The chips can be used to get into
buildings, access printers or buy food in
the canteen. Britain’s biggest employer
union (TUC) has sounded the alarm over
the prospect of companies implanting staff
with microchips, commenting that it would
‘give bosses even more power and control
over their workers. There are obvious risks
involved, and employers must not brush
them aside, or pressure staff into being
chipped’.
A traffic algorithm that magically
lowers your stress levels
South Africa’s very first algorithmoptimised traffic lights will be rolled
out in Stellenbosch in the first quarter
of 2019, the University of Stellenbosch
has announced. A similar rollout of the
German-developed technology, along a
3km route in Delhi, India, that has six
signalised intersections, reduced travel
time by 26% and traffic by 37%. Wilko
Mohr, the student who developed the
algorithm, said an issue such as traffic
congestion could typically be approached
in one of two ways: a ‘soft engineering’
option (a faster and more affordable
solution) or a ‘hard engineering’ option
(building more roads). Using a combination
of cameras and existing electromagnetic
loops beneath the road to detect traffic
volume and flow, the traffic lights will
automatically adjust with the analysed
dataset.
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A market maturing…much to the
despair of the industry
Global shipments of smartphones fell to
360 million units in the third quarter, an
8% annual decline, Strategy Analytics
reports. The news came as Apple revealed
its iPhone sales were flat on the same
period last year, despite posting a 29%
increase in revenue. Apple has continued
to boost revenues by driving up the price
of its smartphones. Market leader Samsung
has been the worst hit by the global
slowdown, with sales falling by 13% yearon-year. The global smartphone market
has now declined for four consecutive
quarters. People are spending more on
smartphones but keeping them for longer,
resulting in fewer sales. Analysts have
ventured that the industry is struggling
to come to terms with heavily diminished
carrier subsidies, longer replacement rates,
inventory build-up in several regions,
and a lack of exciting hardware design
innovation. Apple also recently announced
to its investors that it would no longer
disclose its iPhone sales, claiming these
are now ‘less relevant’.
AI at border control: more convenient
or more terrifying?
Lie detectors equipped with AI are set to
be tested at border points in Europe as
part of an EU-funded project to combat
crime and terrorism. Travellers will be
asked to upload pictures of their passport,
visa and proof of funds, and will then use a
webcam to answer questions such as ‘What
is in your suitcase?’ from a computeranimated border guard. The €4.5 million
project, called iBorderCtrl, will be tested
at the borders of Hungary, Latvia and
Greece for six months. The technology is
advertised as having a ‘unique approach to
deception detection’, analysing the microexpressions of travellers to determine
whether they are lying. Travellers deemed

to be a low risk during the pre-screening
stage will go through a short re-evaluation
of their information for entry, while higherrisk passengers will undergo a more
detailed check. According to early testing,
the system is around 76% accurate.
The AI will be backed by human border
officials, who will use hand-held devices
to automatically cross-check information,
comparing facial images captured during
the pre-screening stage to passports and
photos taken on previous border crossings.

Taking journalism into the modern
era (with a little nudge)

The Financial Times (FT) is trialling a
bot called ‘She Said He Said’ to notify
journalists if they’ve quoted too many
men in their articles, in an effort to
represent a more culturally and genderdiverse perspective. The organisation
found that only 21% of people quoted
in the FT were women. The bot analyses
pronouns and first names to determine
whether a source is male or a female.
Doubling down on your business model Section editors will then be alerted if not
enough is being done to feature women
Within the next year, more than 3 million
in their stories (however, editors still
under-25s in the UK and US will either
have full editorial autonomy and would
quit Facebook or stop using it regularly.
not be forced to make changes that
It’s but a drop in the ocean for a company
compromise the piece). In 2016, 80% of
with more than 2 billions users, but it does the paper’s readership were men. As part
point to an interesting trend. Facebook’s
of the initiative to attract a more diverse
biggest challenge is that it is saturating
readership, a newsletter was launched in
core markets, especially western markets,
April this year. Curated by FM’s women
where it has really slowed down. The social journalists, it now beats all of FM’s other
network confirmed that the number of
newsletters in terms of its viewing rate.
daily active users in the US and Canada
has remained flat at 185 million, while
The technological answer doesn’t
the number of European users has
always lie within
slipped from 279 million to 278 million.
Just 20% of Facebook’s demographic fall
Energy firms could save $73 billion a
within the much-sought-after 18 to 24
year within five years in oil and gas
age range (Instagram 31%, Snapchat
exploration and production by making
44%). Given this stagnating growth, its
better use of existing computing
advertising-based business model is now
technology, according to energy
more important than ever. And on that
consultancy Woodmack. Exploration
front, Facebook has never been healthier.
and production, known as the upstream
Revenues rocketed by 47% to nearly
industry, requires energy firms to analyse
US$41 billion in 2017 and profits soared
huge amounts of seismic and geological
by 56% to nearly US$16 billion. It’s
data, and to monitor and maintain
Achilles heel, however, has been striking
offshore platforms and other complex
the balance between keeping its investors
assets, often in high-risk environments.
happy and its users content. The company The consultancy said companies could
has taken a tremendous beating over the
spend less by buying technology and
past year with its careless and glib handling know-how from outside the industry,
of user data, an increase in ad rollouts
bringing benefits much quicker than inon user pages, as well as its apathetic
house approaches would. Norwegian
approach toward ‘fake news’, and handling firm Aker BP embraced this approach
of hate speech and targeted harassment.
and bought software engineer Cognite
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(a company that collects, cleans and
contextualises data) to digitise its assets.
Aker BP now sells software to rivals and
shares data with the industry.
How to be a model (and obedient)
citizen
China’s top cyber authority has scrubbed
over 9 000 social media accounts of
independent news providers deemed
to have posted sensational, vulgar or
politically harmful content on the Internet
(including any talk of Winnie-the-Pooh,
as officials try to curtail comparisons to
President Jinping). China’s strict online
censorship rules have tightened in recent
years with new legislation to restrict
media outlets, surveillance measures for
media sites, and rolling campaigns to
remove content deemed unacceptable.
Officials also summoned social media
giants Tencent, WeChat and Sina Weibo,
warning them about failing to prevent
‘uncivilized growth’ and ‘all kinds of
chaos’. This follows in the footsteps of
China’s Social Credit System, which is
expected to be fully operational by 2021.
Citizens with low scores (which can be
accrued by playing video games, wasting
money on frivolous purchases, drinking
excessively or posting inappropriate
content on social media), could see
themselves being barred from enrolling
in higher education, having restricted
travel privileges, being barred from hotels,
having their dogs taken away or being
publicly named and shamed.
The French are coming and they’re
bringing retail competition with them
Leroy Merlin, third-largest DIY retailer
in the world and number one in France,
Italy, Spain, Portugal and Russia, recently
opened its first store in Johannesburg.
For months before the launch, it trialed a
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smaller pop-up store, gaining insights from
customers and suppliers, helping it prepare
for what it coined its ‘Africa commercial
plan’. Its competition, Massbuild (Builders
Warehouse, Builders Express, Trade
Depot), currently has over 100 stores
nationwide. While a new kid on the block
might not be cause for alarm when it
comes to market share, Leroy Merlin
brings something to the hardware market
that we haven’t seen before: flair and
innovation. They host DIY workshops, are
meticulous with store layouts and product
displays, stock brands not seen before in
SA, have drive-through building material
yards, and most importantly, offer very
competitive prices.
What should give Massbuild pause,
however, is the seemingly aggressive
tactics being employed by Leroy Merlin.
Its new store (17 000m2) was built 250m
down the road from the nearest Builders.
Their next three planned stores in Gauteng
will also be situated a stone’s throw away
from existing Builder’s branches.
The liberation and centralisation of
your medical data
Netcare has announced plans to invest
R600m into a hospital digitisation
programme. Set to be completed by 2022,
the programme focuses on three core
aspects:
• Putting the onus on the patient to be
the ‘responsible driver’ by providing
them with full access to their medical
records, enabling them to stay wellinformed of their medical condition and
diagnosis.
• Eliminating the unnecessary need for
repeated medical procedures and tests.
• Providing doctors with detailed, up
to date information allowing them to
correctly diagnose and treat patients.
Netcare’s CEO, Dr Richard Friedland,

pointed to the severe shortage
of nursing staff in both the public
and private sectors, and how the
programme will alleviate their admin
workload, allow them to focus on the
patients more. In conjunction with the
initiative, Netcare has also partnered
with Appleto allow nurses to access a
patient’s records on iPads.

DIGITAL DEBT
CORNE VAN BILJON

When the evolution of a business’s
digital ecosystems is not keeping up
with new digital technologies, that
business is incurring what we at
Gendac call ‘digital debt.’
Every day, new digital technologies
become available, and every day we find
new ways to use existing technologies.
Digital technologies expand, change and
evolve at an incredible rate, causing
tectonic shifts almost every five years:
20 years ago, the Internet went
mainstream; 10 years ago, smartphones;
five years ago, cloud computing; today:
Internet of things, artificial intelligence,
augmented reality and virtual reality.
Many digital technologies people use
today were unfamiliar concepts five years
ago and may well be obsolete five years
from now.
The real costs of not keeping pace
with technology
When a business stops or slows down
investment in its digital ecosystem, it
starts incurring digital debt. This has
two major consequences: firstly, the
technologies a business uses become
obsolete within a couple of years.
Secondly, and more problematic, is that
the business struggles to find skilled

digital knowledge workers willing to work
on obsolete technologies. There is a
worldwide shortage of these skills, and the
people who have them are very seldom
willing to work on outgoing technologies.
Companies therefore have to spend vast
amounts of money to maintain outmoded
systems.
Today, there are four major areas where
digital debt is likely to pile up if left
unaddressed:
1. Cloud computing: Running software
solutions on platforms such as
Microsoft Azure or Amazon Web
Services allows you to move and
respond rapidly to technological
changes, and a lot of the digital debt
is taken care of by the cloud platform
provider.
2. Data: Opportunities (and threats) are
hidden in a business’s data sets.
Data-driven decisions can positively
impact business performance if — and
only if — you have a clear strategy for
your data and identify which data
components can have a positive
influence on the bottom line. Without
this, big data and data analytics efforts
will become a money pit.
3. Data security: When a business
depends on digital technology for
revenue generation, data security
becomes essential. Consider the
impact on your business if a fingerfault exposes customer data to your
competitors, or a server is hacked and
encrypted and held ransom for a zillion
Bitcoins … these things happen, and
they happen far too often to ignore.
4. Mobile: Every day, more and more
consumer buying power is moving
to the tips of fingers tapping away
on smartphone screens. It is vital to
consumer businesses to harness
mobile buying power.
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In the next five years, cloud computing,
data analysis, data security and mobile
evolution will make or break the leaders
in almost every market across the globe.
Having a clear strategy in place for each
of these areas will go a long way to
reducing digital debt and equipping your
business to respond to change and meet
future demands.

AUGMENTING BUSINESS
THROUGH AUGMENTED REALITY
BEN PAGE

Augmented reality (AR) is a technology
that has caught the attention of the
business world. According to the
International Data Corporation, worldwide
revenues of the AR market are forecast
to grow more than 100% annually for the
next couple of years, to reach well over
US$200 billion in 2021.
This is a technology that’s augmenting
business as much as it is augmenting
reality. AR’s primary objective and value
is to enhance our daily interactions with
the real world by introducing useful
digital information into these interactions.
Businesses in various industries have seen
impressive results from their application of
AR, and we’re now at the point where all
business leaders should be investigating
the benefits this technology can bring to
their own operations.
Where digital meets the real world
AR is not to be confused with VR (virtual
reality), where a person’s real-world
environment is completely replaced with
a simulated one. The simplest way to
explain AR is to say that it’s the process
of overlaying the real-world environment
with digital information. You still perceive
the real-world environment in its various
forms, and this perception is enhanced by
the introduction of digital sounds, images
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and videos overlaid by the AR system.
To get an even clearer grasp of what AR
is, let’s look at some of its real-world
applications.
Technology that drives real-life
applications
One of the reasons for the current growth
in the AR market is advancements
in visual augmentation technology.
Automotive manufacturers, for example,
are implementing AR systems into
their vehicles to visually augment the
environment in front of the driver. These
AR systems typically use a fixed display to
keep information like speed, fuel level, and
other diagnostic information in the driver’s
view without the driver having to take
their eyes off the road. They augment the
driver’s view of the road with navigational
directions and digital road signs that might
be missing from or not clearly visible on
the physical road. Some AR systems can
even display warnings to the driver when
any dangers are detected in the road
ahead.
Gatwick: helping passengers find their
way
Gatwick airport has won an award for
its AR system, which helps passengers
navigate the airport. The system uses a
smartphone application and the phone’s
camera and display to give passengers
a visually augmented view of the airport
terminal. Holding up their smartphones,
passengers get a view of the airport
terminal that’s overlaid with digital
directions and routing information. This
system will be expanded to help the airport
control the flow of passenger traffic.

Higher efficiency, lower error at
Boeing
Boeing has implemented an AR system in
its production factories that’s incorporated
into wearable glasses which looks a lot
like normal reading glasses. Factory
workers wearing these AR glasses can call
up visuals that display in the top right of
their view. These visuals include diagrams
and steps for completing complex
assembly processes that typically have
many steps and a very low margin for
error. Without the visual overlay in view,
the worker would have to periodically stop
and go back and forth between assembly
instructions in a book or a digital display
nearby, which results in reduced efficiency
and increased error. By applying AR to its
production process, Boeing has managed
to reduce production time in certain areas
of the business by 25% and lower its error
rates to nearly zero.
Looking at these examples, it can be
argued that the advancements in this
technology now have the potential
to bring radical disruption to many
industries. For this reason, leaders in
every industry should be on the lookout
for ways to augment their business
through AR.

IS IOT THE RIGHT FIT FOR YOUR
BUSINESS?
SERGIO DE ALMEIDA

The Internet of things (IoT) is a growing
topic of conversation among business
leaders. The ‘things’ are essentially a
collection of web-enabled devices that
gather, transmit and act on the data
they acquire from their surrounding
environments using embedded sensors,
processors and communication
hardware. (Desktops, laptops, tablets
and smartphones aren’t considered to be
IoT devices even though they have an

abundance of sensors.) When connected,
all of these ‘things’ can communicate with
each other and act on the information they
get from one another. Together, they form
a giant network that is the IoT.
The concept of IoT has been around since
as far back as the 1980s, and due to
technological limitations at the time, it
never flourished. A key technology design
philosophy of IoT is that an IoT device
should transmit small amounts of data,
using minimal energy, and allow for longrange communication. Mobile network
technologies such as 4G and LTE networks
consume too much power and don’t fit
well with applications where only a small
amount of data is transmitted infrequently.
The advent of narrowband Internet has
enabled IoT, as it’s ideal for devices which
send data of small size over a long range,
and it offers low power usage.
Real-world applications – and benefits
– of IoT
IoT has several uses in our homes and
daily lives. Imagine being able to switch
on your air conditioning unit and adjust its
temperature before reaching home, and
switch it off after you have left home. IoT
sensors would allow you to perform these
actions remotely, which could increase
convenience and possibly reduce your
monthly utility bill.
Smoke detectors fitted with IoT sensors
could automatically trigger a distress call
to emergency services and relatives, and
provide the location of the incident.
Another area where IoT contributes to
safety is mining. After a blast is performed
to open a new site within a mine, the area
must be cleared out due to toxic gases.
Normally, miners would have to wait hours
before resuming work to ensure that it is
safe to re-enter. By using IoT sensors to
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monitor the air, they’ll know just when it’s
safe to go back underground. This ends
up saving mining companies lots of time
and gets them producing again much
faster.
Replacing mundane monitoring tasks
with IoT devices helps to free up other
resources so they can be used more
effectively. Applying IoT correctly could
lead to increased productivity, decreased
operating costs, and greater accuracy of
data received.
Rapid expansion and adoption
What’s remarkable about IoT is the rate
at which companies are adopting this
technology. According to Business Insider,
there will be approximately US$15 trillion
in IoT investment between 2017 and 2025
and, over the same period, the number
of devices will increase from 9 billion to a

staggering 55 billion. Factors that account
for this growth include an increase in IoT
investment, the availability of low-cost
sensors and an ever-expanding Internet
connectivity footprint.
We’re seeing some companies in South
Africa beginning to adopt IoT solutions.
SqwidNet, a local IoT network provider,
recently announced it has signed deals
with Discovery, Netstar and Fidelity ADT.
These deals should allow for innovation
and accelerate the adoption of IoT in
the automotive, insurance and security
sectors in South Africa.
While IoT uptake in South Africa is in its
infancy when compared to the developed
world, now is the time to educate
ourselves about what IoT is and the
potential impact it can have on how we
work and live.
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